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Before we begin…

• Caveats
– I can only really talk about NICE

– That means I assume clinical guidelines consider value for money

• Conflicts
– I had some involvement in some of the NICE guidance I’m going to talk 

about



THE PROBLEM
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ATTEMPTS TO INTEGRATE GUIDANCE



















TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS



Standardising decision-models

• Piecewise HTA and CG decision-making based on different decision-models 
with different structures, different inputs and different implementations

• Substantial heterogeneity in results:
– VTE prevention (hip replacement) – 4 models:

» QALYs for LMWH: 8.4 (TA157) to 13.8 (TA245); NG89 estimates 10.2

– VTE management (DVT) – 6 models:

» QALYs for LMWH: 8.4 (TA341) to 13.3 (TA261); NG158 estimates 7.5

– Atrial fibrillation – 5 models:

» QALYs for warfarin: 5.7 (TA275) to 7.3 (TA249); NG196 estimates 5.4

• Standardised disease-models – ideally open-source – would bring reliability 
and efficiency
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Other things that would help

• If shared models aren’t immediately possible, simple costing 
tools would facilitate local decision-making

• Decision-makers need to take a more explicit view about the 
point at which population-level need overrides individual-level 
choice

• Innovations like NICE Connect won’t provide a solution unless 
they address decision-making conflict as well as presentational 
accessibility
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